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Chapter 921
He was almost caught by Arron.

However, Pan Haoyang went to Nancheng to inquire in private and it was not
without any gain.

He met Suzi.

Ever since Suzi was arrested and beaten like that, Pan Haoyang fell in love
with that unyielding woman.

Maybe love the house and the black?

Or maybe it is because Pan Haoyang loves children by nature?

Or are there other unclear sentimental elements?

Anyway, Pan Haoyang not only fell in love with Suzi, he also loved the
children of Suzi and Arron very much.

Therefore, Pan Haoyang was even more unlikely to agree to marry Lanita.



However, in the eyes of the Lin family, it is not Pan Haoyang’s decision
whether or not to marry Lanita.

The status of the Lin family of three on Gasing Island has become unmatched
because of Father Shu and Jun’s family, and Lanita has always thought that
her marriage to Pan Haoyang was a marriage.

Pan Haoyang couldn’t ask for it.

However, what Lanita did not expect was that she had just learned that Suzi
and Lilly had been looted to this monarch’s mansion, and when she was about
to insult Suzi and Lilly, Suzi and Lilly were caught Pan Haoyang was under the
protection.

Not only that, but Lanita was beaten all over her head.

She was also laughed at by Pan Mingsai, the little princess of the Pan family!

Although the Lin family discussed countermeasures behind the scenes, Moira
also decided to let her friend get rid of Suzi.

But the Lin family of three is still puzzled.

Especially Lanita, she hated Suzi and gritted her teeth bitterly.

She must let Suzi and Lilly know that their mother and daughter are prisoners
now!

Captive!

She wants Suzi to see with her own eyes that this handsome man who is
protecting their mother and daughter is her fiancé of Lanita!



This is the purpose of the Lin family’s three people carrying Pan Haojing out to
suppress Pan Haoyang.

However, at this moment, no one thought that Pan Haojing would be
preempted by this little dead thing riding on Pan Haoyang before he showed
his power.

“Lord Pan, look at this little dead thing, she is a prisoner now! A prisoner!
Such a young grade is so vicious, you dare to scold even the monarch, and
you still ride on the fourth master’s back and shit, this little dead thing It’s
lawless! Lord Pan, I suggest you chop up this little dead thing into meat sauce
now! With Zhendaowei! If you put this little dead thing to death, it will definitely
make Arron distressed. By then, he I only care about the pain, I definitely don’t
have the mind to conquer Jiaxing Island anymore. At that time, won’t we be
able to deal with Arron by hand!” Lanita viciously advised Pan Haojing.

After finishing speaking, Lanita still looked at Suzi and Shen Only with a
vicious sneer.

That expression was equivalent to that Suzi and the only two of them had
become the flesh on Lanita’s chopping board.

Lanita’s vicious expression coupled with her ugly look was like a ghost.

Suzi looked at Lanita with a cold face.

At this time, Pan Haojing immediately ordered the entourage behind him:
“Chop up this little thing first, and hang up your head for everyone to see!”

Suzi scolded loudly: “Lord Pan, you are so vicious!”

“Compared with your husband’s attack on my Jiaxing Island, you are more
vicious!” Pan Haojing also looked at Suzi viciously.



At this time, Lilly’s child also took the lead to speak out: “Huh, you short winter
melon ugly old man! I’ll beat you down first! Humph!”

It was too late to say that it was fast, Lilly already took something out of his
pocket while speaking, and slammed it at Pan Haojing without hesitation.

Small things are quick!

“Wow…” There was a sudden cry at the door.

Chapter 922
Lanita held her head in pain and cried.

The purple bag on her head hadn’t disappeared yet, and she was hit by the
only one by Shen, and a big bag on her forehead immediately bulged again.

Moreover, it turns purple instantly, the kind of bloodshot.

Lilly covered his mouth in shock.

Isn’t she going to smash Lanita this hapless child this time!

The person she was going to hit was the little old man.

But the little old man is too short, even Lanita, who is not too tall, is a head
taller than the little old man.

Shen Only looked at Lanita regretfully: “Hehe! Lin ugly, you are unlucky!”

Suzi: “Puff…”



The originally dangerous and terrifying scene was amused by the only kid
Shen.

Suzi had just laughed here, and there was another unscrupulous smile behind
him.

Lanita, who was bitter, hateful and furious, turned her head abruptly and saw
Pan Mingsai who had just returned from school and followed several guards
behind him.

“Hahaha… laughed at me! Lanita, you were ugly, you were not worthy of my
fourth uncle, now you look like you, didn’t you look in the mirror yourself? You
are now as if the toad was sprayed with venom, a bag, uglier than the toad’s
head, you still want to marry my uncle, hahaha…”

Pan Mingsai is not pretty either.

Collapse nose and small eyes.

But she has always been the only princess of Gasing Island.

However, since Lanita came to Jiaxing Island, Lanita has almost become the
queen of this Jiaxing Island.

And what is she Pan Mingsai!

Although my father is very fond of Lin’s family, Pan Mingsai doesn’t care!

She just hates the intruder Lanita.

Pan Mingsai has been unable to beat Lanita for a long time, and today she
finally let her breathe out!



“Mingsai!” Pan Haojing raised his hand and slapped Pan Mingsai:
“Immediately apologize to Miss Lin!”

Pan Mingsai looked at Lanita bitterly: “Lin is ugly! I curse my uncle will never
marry you, I curse you not to die, I curse you to survive this year! Go to die,
you are ten thousand uglier than me That’s so ugly! Humph!”

After venting, Pan Minsai ran away crying.

Pan Haojing was extremely embarrassed: “Miss Lin, this…”

At this moment,

Lanita’s lungs were about to explode with anger, and her mouth was
dumbfounded for a long time and she could not speak.

Jarod and Moira also looked at Suzi angrily.

After all, they are now under the fence, they can’t hate the Pan family so
blatantly, especially Moira, she will attribute all the problems to Suzi.

Moira stared at Suzi with hate and poison.

She believes that as long as there is a place for Suzi, their Lin family will be
unlucky.

In the past in Nancheng, Lanita was unable to marry Arron after all because of
Suzi.

Now, as soon as Suzi arrived at Jiaxing Island, Lanita was unlucky again.

I got a purple bag.

At this moment, Moira hated no one but Suzi hated her cruelly.



Moira hugged her daughter, and gritted her teeth and said to Pan Haojing:
“Sovereign Pan! I only need Suzi and her daughter to die miserably!”

Yu Bing, put her arms around her daughter Lanita and then turned and left.

The bag on Lanita’s head became more and more purple, as if the bag was
filled with a lot of blood.

Chapter 923
This is just a few smashed eyeballs of a teddy bear. Why is the bag on the
daughter’s head so obvious? Still all purple?

Moira was shocked and scared.

She couldn’t take care of so much now. She just wanted to take Lanita to
check it out as soon as possible. Moira hugged her daughter and went back to
the west courtyard where she was.

Seeing his wife leave, Jarod turned to leave.

Before leaving, he turned his head and gave Suzi a vicious look: “Niezhan!
The daughter who was born was so vicious at a young age. If the purple bag
on Lanita’s head can be eliminated, it can’t be eliminated. I stripped you and
your daughter! After stripping, I still have cramps!”

“Really?”

Suzi also smiled miserably: “Jarod! Between you and the Lin family, it is either
you or me in this life! You don’t know why I, Suzi, insisted on following my
husband to Gasing Island! You only know that you hate me. , But you wouldn’t
expect that my hatred for you is a hundred times more than your hatred for
me! Let’s wait and see! Either you, the Lin family died, or I, Suzi, died!”



“You unfamiliar ba5tard!” Jarod really wants to peel Suzi’s skin right now!

Helplessly, Pan Haoyang was separated between them. Jarod knew that Pan
Haoyang would not let him do something to Suzi.

His heartbroken expression: “I have raised you for eight years, but you
unexpectedly…”

“Eight years?” Suzi smiled even more sadly: “Is it worth showing off! Don’t you
feel like burying your conscience?! You raised me for eight years.

Even so embarrassed to say! A dog knows better than you! Crows are more
affectionate and righteous than you! You can still say it shyly? “

Jarod: “You…what do you mean?”

There was a thump in his heart.

The meaning in Suzi’s words seems to be something she knows?

Seeing Suzi’s hateful expression again, Jarod’s heart seemed to be poked by
an ice slipper, and he suddenly felt cold.

Cool biting.

He suddenly realized that Suzi hated him, it was really not as simple as he
thought.

“What do you mean?” Suzi gritted his teeth when he thought that his mother’s
whereabouts is still missing.

Jarod was about to ask Suzi to understand, and Moira shouted behind him:
“Jarod! Go back first!”



She was extremely worried about the bag on her daughter’s head.

I didn’t know what exactly was used to beat my daughter by Lilly, but now I
saw that the eyeballs of a teddy bear could knock Lanita out of the bag. Is that
because Lanita’s skin had a problem?

Or another reason.

Moira couldn’t take care of anything else.

Jarod was more obedient to Moira. When Moira scolded him, Jarod turned
away.

“Mr. Lin, Mrs. Lin, is Miss Lin okay?” Pan Haojing followed after seeing the Lin
family of three leaving.

Ever since Pan Haojing got the support of Mr. Shu and the Jun family, Pan
Haojing, the lord of the island, has been like a follower in front of the Lin
family.

Pan Haoyang behind him shook his head and sighed when he saw all this.

“Are you going to marry Lanita?” Suzi looked at Pan Haoyang and asked?

As soon as she finished her words, the only child who was Shen also added:
“Bad guy! You are so handsome and want to marry that ugly toad? Are you
stupid! Bad guy?”

Pan Haoyang was immediately amused by the child’s tone: “Big beauty Ms.
Shen, are you complimenting me?”

Lilly tilted his head and thought for a while: “If you can perform better, I would
praise you like this.”



Pan Haoyang: “How do you want me to behave well?”

Lilly looked at Pan Haoyang’s ears: “I originally used your ears as reins, but
your ears are too short, and I can’t help it. They are always staggering, no! If
your ears are longer, If the ears are as long as Zhu Bajie’s, I will praise you!”

Pan Haoyang: “…”

After a long while, he laughed at himself: “I’m going to grow a pig ear, that
matches Lanita exactly.”

Suzi thoughtfully said, “I think it is not necessarily because it is possible that
Lanita…”

Chapter 924
Pan Haoyang immediately asked, “What do you think is the matter with
Lanita?”

Suzi still shook his head: “I’m not sure, I just think it. Her complexion is much
yellower than when she was in Nancheng. She seems to be malnourished.
She is very thin, but her eyelids are a little puffy. You see, she was smashed
with a toy a few times by Lilly today, and she was full of blood…”

“You mean…she is sick?” Pan Haoyang asked in surprise immediately.

If this ugly woman gets sick, it’s best to have an incurable disease, and it’s
best to die immediately!

It disgusts him.

Suzi shook his head again: “I don’t know yet, I’m just guessing.”



She is not a doctor, and she can’t see how people are sick.

She just felt that Lanita’s body was a little abnormal.

At this moment, Suzi actually didn’t want Lanita to be taken away by the
disease, because it was too cheap for Lanita, and she hadn’t repaid Suzi’s
hatred!

However, God wants people to die from old age, sickness, and death. Who
can call the shots?

If Lanita really suffers from an incurable disease, it means that evil is
rewarded!

Lanita deserves it!

At this moment, Suzi was thinking about Lanita’s condition, and at that end,
Moira, who had just entered the gate of the West Hospital, was also extremely
worried about Lanita’s condition.

Her baby girl!

The only daughter in this life!

On the way back, she told Jarod: “The bag on her daughter’s head is too
embarrassing, so Pan Haoyang knows that Pan Haoyang naturally doesn’t
agree to marry Lanita, you are not stupid!”

Jarod reacted immediately: “I need to get a doctor for my daughter first and
apply some good medicine to her to reduce the swelling.”

Turn around. Jarod saw Pan Haojing following behind him.



“Mr. Lin, that, the bag on Miss Lin’s head…” At this moment, Pan Haojing
didn’t know what to say.

Seeing Jarod’s resentful expression, Pan Haojing immediately said again:
“Please don’t worry, Mr. Lin, I will definitely discipline my daughter after I go
back. I will let the dead girl of Ming Sai come over and formally apologize to
Miss Lin. Mr. Lin…”

Jarod said sternly: “Sorry, Lord Pan, the bag on Lanita’s face is indeed not so
good to see people. You should avoid it. By the way, can you please ask the
best doctor in Jiaxing Island, I want Let her dispense some medicine to Lanita,
so that the bag on her head will dissipate faster.”

“Yes, yes, yes, yes, I’ll call a few more doctors right away!” Pan Hao left with a
head bowed.

At this end, the Lin family of three entered and locked the door.

Lanita sat on the sofa and cried, “Mom! I want to smash Lanita’s body into
thousands of pieces!”

Moira sneered: “The corpse must be broken into pieces!”

“No! Broken corpses are cheaper for her, I want her to serve 10,000 men! Let
her suffer and die alive, and it’s better to get an infectious disease! Death from
disease, death from rotten, let her be better than me It’s ugly! And that little
dead thing! That little dead thing is even more damnable! I must make that
little dead Dongxi worse than her mother’s death! I want to cut her flesh alive!”
Lanita clutched Own head, cursed.

Moira’s eyes were filled with insidious light: “This matter, Mom will do it as
soon as possible! Since she Suzi has already arrived at Jiaxing Island, don’t
blame me for being polite! In Nancheng, we didn’t take him. Way, but in
Gasing Island…huh!



Chapter 925
She has contacted her friend, and now she is waiting for Suzi to be arrested.

Moira’s face has a certain victory, because in Jiaxing Island, her good man is
like an invisible person, no one knows, no one, Pan Haojing doesn’t know,
Pan Haoyang doesn’t know, Arron and Suzi didn’t even know.

Not even my own daughter and husband.

This is a good hand left by her Moira!

She is sure of victory.

At this time, the servant outside the door came to report: “Mr. Madam, the
doctor is here.”

“Let them in!” Moira said immediately.

Four doctors came outside, all of whom were the doctors who usually took
care of Pan Haojing. Pan Haojing had already explained the situation to these
doctors on the phone, and the doctors brought topical medicine for promoting
blood circulation and removing blood stasis.

The four doctors all carefully checked the purple packet on Lanita’s head.

The conclusions reached are quite different.

“It’s okay, my wife. The reason why Miss Lin has a purple bag is that her skin
is white and tender, and it breaks when she blows it. So it’s more likely to be
hurt than the thick skin. After the specially developed topical medicine for
promoting blood circulation and removing blood stasis, the bag on Miss Lin’s
head will quickly dissipate, and within three days, Miss Lin will be able to
recover as before.” The doctor in charge said very flatteringly.



The Lin family of three was relieved.

Immediately afterwards, the doctor asked Lanita to lie down. The doctor
applied medicine to the bag on her head one by one, and then put a layer of
white cloth on the outside.

In this way, one end of Lanita changed from purple to white again.

Good guy, this is like a female clown.

The Lin family sent the doctor out, just in time for Pan Mingsai, who was
ordered by his father to come and apologize.

“Ahahaha…” Pan Mingsai apologized and was not sincere. She was forced to
come by her father. She was aggrieved along the way. Originally, she wanted
to insult Lanita again. When I went back, I saw Lanita’s virtue as soon as I
arrived at the door.

“Lanita! When I saw you just now, I thought you were the ugliest in this world. I
never thought that there is no ugliest in this world, only uglier, and the uglier is
still you. You really are …You made me ugly smile, puff…” Pan Mingsai smiled
and leaned forward and backward.

“You’re dying, you ugly monster!” Lanita took something angrily and was about
to smash Pan Mingsai.

Pan Ming raced fast and ran out of the gate. She turned back and made faces
at Lanita.

“Pan Mingsai! Remember me, Lanita will kill you someday! I want you…”
Before Lanita finished her words, Moira was gagged. .

Moira looked at her daughter irritably: “You don’t want to live anymore! Don’t
forget that we are here to escape! We have nowhere to go. This is the only
place for us to shelter. Although your grandpa allocated a lot of weapons, they



are all It was taken by the military of Gasing Island, and we don’t have any! If
Pan Haojing wants to kill us in a fit of anger, it’s a matter of minutes! You can’t
fight with his daughter!”

“uuu…” Lanita’s crying nose came out: “Mom! I have had enough! I was in
Nancheng by Suzi, and I came to Gasing Island to be in Pan Min’s match.
Why should I suffer from them? I don’t want to be here on Jiaxing Island. I
want to go back! I want to go back to Nancheng! I will call Grandpa now.
Grandpa must have a way. I want to go back to Nancheng!”

After roaring, Lanita took out and prepared to make a call. However, before
her mobile phone was dialed out, a group of caller ID appeared on her mobile
phone.

The number is the tour number.

Lanita was puzzled, but still connected: “Hey…Who are you?!”

A vicious voice came from the other end immediately: “If you dare to touch
Suzi with a vellus hair, I will let you Lin Family die miserably!”

Chapter 926
Lanita was taken aback.

The voice of the other party is really terrifying and very threatening.

She tremblingly asked: “You…who are you? You, how do you know my call?
Who are you from Suzi!”

Lanita’s voice contained great frustration and jealousy.

Why did Suzi come to Jiaxing Island one day, so many people helped her?



First it was Lanita’s current fiance, Pan Haoyang, and then this strange man.
He didn’t sound like Arron at all.

Who would it be?

Also, Arron hasn’t appeared so far, where did Arron go?

When Lanita had many questions in her heart, that end opened her mouth,
and her tone was even more gloomy and terrifying than before: “Lanita, listen
to me, I’m a desperate man! As long as you have a family of three in the Lin
family If you dare to attack Suzi, I will make you worse off than death, and I
will let you pay back all the debts you owed Suzi! Double the amount back!
Remember, I am a person who can completely spare my own life! “

“Ah!” Lanita shivered in fright, and her mobile phone dropped.

In fact, her hands were soft and she couldn’t use her strength at all.

I don’t know how to do it recently. Lanita feels more and more that she can’t
use her strength, especially since she has just been beaten by the little dead
thing Shen Sole. I’ve got a little bit of strength.

Now, she even held a mobile phone and dropped it.

And also sweating all over.

Lanita hung up instantly.

After closing the line, Jarod and Moira asked her at the same time: “What’s
the matter with my dear daughter?”

Lanita replied with a sad face to her parents: “I suspect Suzi is a ghost! Ghost!
Dad, Mom! Why! Why have we escaped to Gasing Island and still can’t be
clean? Suzi has chased him to Gasing Island again, she I robbed my fiance
again! Mom! I hate Suzi, but I can’t do anything, I hate her! But why? She only



came to Gasing Island for one day, not only Pan Haoyang helped her, but also
to her and her ba5tard My daughter is so good, now even strange men are
calling and threatening me, oooooooo, mom, I suspect Suzi is a female
ghost!”

“This Suzi!” Moira slapped the table suddenly: “Isn’t she just a devil, ghost!
Saogui! Hook up with men wherever you go! Let men use them for her!”

To be sure, Moira also sprinkled her anger on Jarod: “Look at this evil species
for yourself! If it weren’t you…”

Jarod sighed: “If you don’t say that you have a way to kill her, then take your
method out quickly. After all, it is in Gasing Island. It is much more convenient
than getting her in Nancheng! Take this opportunity, be sure to use it. She
killed her!”

Moira said viciously: “Even if you don’t tell me, I will kill her! Jarod, you take
good care of your daughter here, I’ll go out!”

Jarod was a little puzzled: “You…where are you going? It doesn’t take long for
you to come to Add Star Island, and you didn’t go out much. What can you
do?”

Moira scolded: “Me? For my husband you! For my daughter! I’m going to fight!
I want Suzi to take a look, the tiger is not angry, she thinks I am a sick cat!”

Jarod looked at Moira gratefully: “Thanks for your hard work, wife.”

Moira slammed the door and went out.

She has actually made an appointment with her close friend.

When she came to Jiaxing Island, she basically saw this good man once a
week.



This time, naturally, the opportunity will not be missed.

After the man had enjoyed himself, he asked Moira for money: “Give me one
hundred thousand yuan!”

Moira’pop’ opened her hand: “I didn’t bring much with Xingdao. If you ask me
like this, you will be able to spend the money soon.”

The man said listlessly: “But you let me smoke this, and now you don’t give
me money, don’t you want to kill me? Old lady, what good is it for you to kill
me? You count on your humiliated husband to bring it to you. Joy?”


